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Clearing the Spring, Sweetening the Waters – A Renewed Call to Torah 

PLEASE CIRCULATE AND REPOST WIDELY – Call for Submissions 

 

During Shabbat services, being called up to witness and connect to the reading of the Torah scroll, the 

five books of Moses, is considered a communal honor. Traditionally, those called have contributed to 

the community through scholarship, service, or philanthropy.  In Jewish Renewal, rabbis or prayer 

leaders facilitate aliyot, coming up to Torah, in a completely different way.  Calls to Torah (“Ya’amdu! 

Arise!”) are crafted intentionally, by kavannoti, as invitations to identify with the words or metaphorical 

meanings of the verses being chanted.  As the founder of Jewish Renewal, Rabbi Zalman Schacter- 

Shalomi has described itii, „We‟re going to read in the Torah about such and such a thing.  Do you feel 

this deeply?  Then you come up to the bimahiii to the Torah here (to witness this reading).‟   After each 

call to aliyahiv, after verses are chanted to an ancient melody (trope,) a corresponding blessing called a 

mi sheberakh is offered to everyone who came up because they „felt something deeply.‟ In the name of 

our ancestors, the mi sheberakh blesses the spiritual journey that inspired people to heed the call to 

„Ya’amdu!” 

 

Tradition teaches that Torah should be publically read on Saturdays, Mondays and Thursdays, so that 

no more than three days pass without Torah study.  The practice derives from Exodus, 15:22-25.  After 

crossing the Red Sea, the Israelites, led by Moses, traveled for three days through the wilderness of 

Shur, only to find themselves without anything to drink. They came to Marahv, a place with water, but 

the water was exceedingly bitter.  “What shall we drink?” they grumbled and complained.  Moses cried 

to God, and God directed Moses to a nearby wood, or perhaps a tree, which he threw into the waters of 

Marah.  The wood cleared the bitterness and sweetened the waters.  Though often symbolized as the 

Tree of Life, Torah is also symbolized by water. God is described as a fountain or spring, Ma’ayan, the 

source of all blessings.  As the Israelites lost faith without a spring of sweet water in the wilderness, so, 

too, it is said that without Torah we will lose faith and connection with God.vi   

 

Yet, for those who identify with egalitarianism, feminism, compassion, openness and ecological 

reverence, the waters of Torah do not always lead to a sense of connection.   It is to connect with our 

deepest spiritual musings that prayer leaders from many denominations have been creating intentional 

calls to Torah with corresponding blessings during the Shabbat Torah service. This submission call 

seeks to anthologize the kavannah based method of framing the call to Torah and mi sheberakh 

blessings that many of us have been creating for congregations throughout the readings of the week, 

the parashiyot ha shavua, of the Jewish year. 
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Guidelines 

1. The advisory committee will review up to three sets of themed aliyot and their accompanying mi 

sheberakh prayers. Choose up to three Torah portions, identify the lines/verses you wish to 

highlight (to be leyned) from each, and craft appropriate aliyot/mi sheberakh blessings. 

2. Submit pieces with no fewer than 1000 and no more than 4000 words for each parashah. Double-

spaced, Microsoft Word format, *doc is required.   

3. Please contact us directly for more information about inserting Hebrew text into your submission. 

4.  Please address less visited or more challenging sections of the Torah as well as better known and 

easily processed selections from each parashah.  . 

5. You may include a description of your process and why you chose to highlight the sections that you 

did.   

6. Submissions are due before Tu B’Shvat 5772; February 08, 2012. You will hear from the 

advisory group by late 2012 as to which pieces are accepted into the anthology. 

7.  Initially, publication is anticipated via formats such as CreateSpace,  Lulu or IUniverse.  Since this 

is not being done under a grant or with initial funding, we may not be able to provide printed copies 

of the volume. Rather, you would be able to download a .pdf of the volume in appreciation for your 

contribution. 

 

This invitation is open whether you are a Jewish religious leader, lay leader, student, or inspired member of 

a congregation or chavurah.vii   Rabbis and teachers have suggesting that this anthology will be used as 

teaching text, and several rabbis/ service leaders have already committed to contributing to this anthology, 

the first of its kind.  

 

Please email clearingthespring@gmail.com regarding your intention to participate in this project 

and we will send you regular reminders regarding deadlines, and inform you of contributions from 

your peers from time to time. 

THANK YOU  

Kohenet Ellie Barbarash 

                                                 
i
 Kavannot-  deeply contemplative, prayerful intentions, themes or actions 
ii
 From Shalosh Seudos Time and Weekday Davenen, The Reb Zalman Legacy Project, http://www.rzlp.org. 

iii
 Bimah – the raised altar  in a Jewish prayer space  where the Torah is read 

iv
 Aliyah- Coming up to the altar where the Torah is read.  Aliyot- plural aliyah 

v
 Marah – bitterness 

vi
 The Complete Artscroll Siddur, Mesorah Series,  Rabbi Nosson Scherman; page 440 

vii
 Chavurah- groups of friends engaged in Jewish study and learning 
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